
MAN OF SIN IS NOW EXPOSED

Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast (3) 6/Six: for it is the number of a Man (MAN was created on
the 6th day, thus making him “6” (I.e...MAN's (3) THREE RELIGIONS
(HaSATAN and MANkind's Trinity); and his number is (6)/Six hundred
threescore (3 times) and (6)/six. (666). Revelation 13:18

Daniel's VISON of the (4) Four Beasts which represent MANkind's Global
Kingdoms and the ruling WORLD Empires/Governments of MANkind:

First Empire - "the head of the statue was made of pure gold "- Daniel
stated that this was Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonian Empire.

Second Empire - "the Chest and arms of silver" - This was the Medo-
Persian Empire - There were two arms of that empire, the Medes, and the
Persians, who combined to make that one Empire. Darius the Mede ruled for a
little while, but was always subordinate to Cyrus the Persian who was the
ultimate single ruler.

Third Empire - "the Belly and thighs of bronze" - This was Alexander the
Great and the Greek Empire.

Forth Empire - "the Legs of iron" - This was Caesar and the Roman
Empire. There were two legs of the Roman Empire. Those (2) two legs were the
Western Roman Empire, and the Eastern or Byzantine Roman Empire.
Those great BEASTS, which are four, are four kings which arise out of the
earth. Daniel 7:16-18

Religious Empire - "the feet partly of iron and partly of baked clay" - This is
the Religious Empire that has ruled the world since the Roman Empire
transitioned into the Roman Catholic Church.

This (5) Fifth Empire is the Roman Catholic Church along with its Protestant
Daughters (Christianity & Jehovah's Witness) and also Islam.

All leading up to the END times and the “ONE” World ORDER, the NEW
WORLD ORDER that is being implemented by the BILDERBERG's,
the ILLUMINATE, and others of this World's Elite, lead by ha-SATAN
(The Dragon), The"ANTI-”CHRIST, ANTI-MESSIAH” (Leader of ISLAM / 
Mahdi), and



the BEAST's (JEHOVAH, JESUS CHRIST and The ANTI-CHRIST's of
SPIRITUALISM) (Fallen MAN), through his GRAVEN IMAGE (Face of JESUS
& Cross of Christ).

Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a BEAST rising up out of the sea,
having (7) seven heads (Total World Governments) and (10) ten horns (Final
World Regions), and on his horns (10) ten crowns (World Region Rulers), and
on his heads a "BLASPHEMOUS NAME" (MAN's counterfeit Religion's)
declaring to be YAHUAH (JEHOVAH) and YAHUSHA the MESSIAH
/SAVIOR (JESUS"CHRIST). Revelation 13:1

So, they worshiped the dragon (haSATAN) who gave authority to
the BEAST (JESUS CHRIST); and they "WORSHIPPED" the BEAST 
(MANkinds Religions).

Then I saw another BEAST coming up out of the earth, and he had (2) TWO
horns like a lamb (Jehovah's Witness and Christianity) and spoke like a dragon
(haSatan). Revelation 13:10-12

And he deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs (Miracles), which
he was granted to do in the sight of the BEAST (CHRIST), telling those who
dwell on the earth to make an image to the BEAST (JESUS) who was wounded
by the sword (his side) and lived (Resurrected). Revelation 13:13-15
For many shall come in my name, saying, I AM Messiah (CHRIST); and shall
deceive many. Mark 13:6


